Spices, history, beaches and business. Well, Calicut has it all. The Gateway Hotel - Beach Road Calicut, keeps you close to the city centre while providing you with a smart retreat. Step out into this historic city, and once you are done, step back to modern comfort that is tucked away in lush greenery.

**getting there & around**
Situated at just 28 km from the airport, 1 km from the city centre, and 1.5 km from the Railway station and the bus station, The Gateway Hotel - Beach Road Calicut is ideally located. And if that wasn’t enough, it’s 0.5 km away from the Calicut beach, a mere 2.5 km to one of the leading hospitals and approximately 15-20 km to leading educational institutions like National Institute of Technology and Indian Institute of management Kozhikode. Even the upcoming UL Cyber Park is 8 km away from The Gateway Hotel - Beach Road Calicut.

**about calicut**
27 km from the airport and in close proximity to the city centre and the Calicut beach, this hotel is an apt choice. Tucked away just a mere five minutes from the hustle and bustle of the city, the lush green surroundings compliment the business hotel. Enjoy the tranquility of our guest rooms and suites; explore local and global cuisines at the 24-hour coffee shop and fine dining restaurant. For those with some leisure time, unwind in the waters of the outdoor pool or relax with a rejuvenative Ayurvedic oil therapy at one of the leading Ayurveda Centres in the country.

**stay**
While every view from The Gateway Hotel - Beach Road Calicut is different, the things that matter will always be the same - clean bathrooms, comfortable beds and modern touches that surprise.

74 rooms including suites • Wi-Fi Internet throughout the hotel • International direct dialing facility • Television with satellite channels • Electronic safe

**Standard Rooms**
Located on the first and second floors, Standard Rooms are 252 sq. feet. These rooms are ideal for the business traveller who wants privacy and a basic room that meets one’s needs.
Superior Rooms
These rooms are top floor rooms with a pleasant view of the distant sea from one side. Superior Rooms offer modern decor and views of either the gardens or the pool. Superior Rooms guests have an in-room tea/coffee maker.

Executive Suites
These spacious suites feature two-room units with a separate bedroom and a sitting room with a dedicated work space area. Elegantly furnished, overlooking the swimming pool, these rooms are equipped with the best amenities.

Each suite has a theme and 505 square feet of style. The Vasco Da Gama Suite offers colonial elegance; the Logan’s Suite has a Scottish flavour; the Oceanic Suite is marine-themed and the Wayanad Suite is named after the lovely hill station in North Malabar and decorated accordingly. Suites are designed with extra upscale touches and are especially comfortable for longer stays.

GAD
Overlooking the pool, the all-day dining restaurant offers both À la carte and buffet having a lavish spread of cuisine. The dessert counter that’s stacked with the choicest offerings, are undoubtedly the ‘talk of the town’.

GAD cuisine ranges from the local delicacies of Kerala to Continental, Chinese or North Indian. Vegetarians and Non-vegetarians can all find favourites. Look for exceptional seafood like Malabari Biriyani, Karimeen pollichathu (black spotted pomfret) and Chemmen ularthiyathu (prawns) which go well with accompaniments like Appams, Kerala Parathas or even rice from our À la carte menu. In addition to this, there is a very thoughtfully researched menu designed for those who are on the Detoxification/Destressing Ayurveda programme.

Logan’s Lounge
Named after the first District Collector of Malabar, Sir William Logan, Logan’s Lounge is the epitome of colonial ambience and charm. Relax with a view of the poolside, over a beer or a drink at a table with friends.

Flexible event space in a gorgeous setting is always going to win the day. Our guests love that they have the option of a boardroom for 25, a mid-size hall for 125 or a grand hall that seats 500. Whatever you need, we can accommodate. Bring your guests to our lawns and garden and let them enjoy the Arabian Sea breezes while The Gateway Hotel staff execute a seamless event created to your exact specifications.

24-hour business centre with a laser color printer, facsimile, international direct dialing facility and a boardroom that can seat 12 guests • Computer workstations • Specialist presentation equipment on hire • Secretarial service • Photocopying • Courier service • Stationery supplies

Business Centre • High-speed Internet with additional Wi-Fi option • Active Studio • Swimming pool

Ayurveda Centre offering rejuvenation programmes & intensive treatments • Steam room • Gift shop

Kappad Beach • Kadalundi Bird Sanctuary • Beypore • Mananchira • Kozhikode Beach